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B1 Prepositions  PREP013 
 

Complete the sentences with one of the prepositions from the box.  

 

AGAINST – AT – AROUND – BELOW – BY – FROM – INTO 

– OF – OFF – ON – OVER – TO - UNDER - WITH 

 

 

1. That old-timer belongs _______ a friend _______ mine. 

2. I am familiar _______ the rules, so you don't have to explain them to me. 

3. I like to read books _______ photography. 

4. The painter's works are _______ display _______ the National Gallery. 

5. Many _______ the old bridges in the city are _______ repair. 

6. The team are far _______ defending their title. 

7. My mom _______ from migraine.  

8. A large part _______ the Netherlands lies _______ sea level. 

9. I leaned my new bike _______ the wall. 

10. The older boys always make fun _______ me. 

11. The man fell _______ a coma _______ which he never recovered. 

12. _______ first, I thought it was an earthquake, but then I saw the damaged bus.  

13. We stepped _______ the room and saw documents and folders scattered over the floor. 

14. My sister owns a beautiful house _______ the sea. 

15. I'm sorry. I must have tripped _______ the carpet _______ accident. 

16. After an hour, the fire fighters had the incident _______ control. 

17. It took us _______ an hour to get to the convention centre. 

18. _______ the time, Germany was _______ war _______ France. 

19. The wind was coming _______ all directions, so it was impossible to continue with the 

event. 

20. The pupils in the last row never pay attention _______ what the teacher says. 

21. I never have my wallet _______ me. 

22. The thriller was written _______ John Grisham. 

23. There is a wooden fence _______ the garden, which looks quite nice. 

24. The Canaries are a group of islands _______ the coast of Africa. 

25. I have already become accustomed _______ the rough weather. 
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1. That old-timer belongs to a friend of mine. 

2. I am familiar with the rules, so you don't have to explain them to me. 

3. I like to read books on photography. 

4. The painter's works are on display at the National Gallery. 

5. Many of the old bridges in the city are under repair. 

6. The team are far from defending their title. 

7. My mom suffers from migraine.  

8. A large part of the Netherlands lies below sea level. 

9. I leaned my new bike against the wall. 

10. The older boys always make fun of me. 

11. The man fell into a coma from which he never recovered. 

12. At first, I thought it was an earthquake, but then I saw the damaged bus.  

13. We stepped into the room and saw documents and folders scattered over the floor. 

14. My sister owns a beautiful house by the sea. 

15. I'm sorry. I must have tripped over the carpet by accident. 

16. After an hour, the fire fighters had the incident under control. 

17. It took us over an hour to get to the convention centre. 

18. At the time, Germany was at war with France. 

19. The wind was coming from all directions, so it was impossible to continue with the 

event. 

20. The pupils in the last row never pay attention to what the teacher says. 

21. I never have my wallet with me. 

22. The thriller was written by John Grisham. 

23. There is a wooden fence around the garden, which looks quite nice. 

24. The Canaries are a group of islands off the coast of Africa. 

25. I have already become accustomed to the rough weather. 

 


